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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to the 6-6-2016 Gateway Portal Channeling with Nasrin.
I thank you all for being here and offering yourself in this great service. I welcome you all and
we will begin.
Grounding Meditation
Take a deep breath and visualize that you’re standing on Uluru, the great sacred site, the great red
rock in Australia. Be aware that you’re standing on Uluru and everyone that is listening to this
recording is also present, forming a group entity, a group energy, magnifying the effects of this
meditation.
Now we activate our Hara Line, the Pillar of Light that goes from the bottoms of our feet to the
Core of Mother Earth. We see it illuminated, as we slide into Uluru. Visualize that your body
slides into the rock and you see the Clay Red color of Uluru all around you clearing, cleansing
your 5 Body System, nurturing you. Focus on the Hara Line, the illuminated Pillar of Light
beneath your feet and we call Divine Mother and the Cosmic Goddesses to wrap themselves
around you, as you send your roots down around the Hara Line all the way to the center of the
Earth to wrap around the Core Crystal. Divine Mother, Victory, Great Silent Watcher, Guardian
of the Divine Plan, Mother of the Universe and Mother of the Cosmos all wrapping themselves
around you and sending their roots down to the Core Crystal around yours holding you tight to
the Core Crystal.
Visualize a tree trunk forming around you and sending its roots around you, down around your
roots and the roots of the Goddesses, wrapping them around the Core Crystal holding you tightly
grounded to Mother Earth. This grounding exercise is very important. It allows you to take full
advantage of the meditation that will follow, as well as performing the great service of you as the
catalyst connecting to Mother Earth and connecting to the Higher Realms - pulling the Energies
of the Higher Realms to Mother Earth and from Mother Earth up to the Higher Realms. This is a
great service and it also enhances the effects of the meditation to follow.
The tree trunk that surrounds you has the outer layer like the moss on the outside of the tree trunk
in an Emerald Green color that pours the Energies of Abundance & Healing through everything
that moves up and down through the tree trunk and rises up through the realms and spreads its
branches and leaves into the Pool of Creation.
Now we focus on the Core Crystal and we see Amber colored Light which is the Life Force
Energy of Earth, and we call on Goddess Gaia, the Deity of Mother Earth, and we pull the Amber
colored Light up through the root system, and pull it all the way up to the bottoms of our feet and
up into our body, filling our Chakras, filling our 5 Body System & Light Body with the Energy of
Mother Earth, the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth. We continue sending it up through the
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Crown, all the way up through the tree trunk to the Pool of Creation where it spreads out, filling
the Pool of Creation with the Energies of Mother Earth.
From the Pool of Creation we see Great Silent Watcher pouring her urn of Gold as well as her
Turquoise Blue color into the Pool of Creation. We see Cosmic Mother in her Vibrant Amber
colored Light pouring that Light into the Pool of Creation. We see Divine Mother pouring the
Golden Brown Light into the Pool of Creation. Victory pouring her Champagne colored Light
mixed with Gold into the Pool of Creation. Guardian of Compassion pouring the Beige Peach
colored Light into the Pool of Creation. Guardian of Divine Plan - Warm Orange mixed with
Gold. Mother of the Universe - Vibrant Pink mixed with Gold. All of these Beings pouring their
Light into the Pool of Creation.
It goes down through the tree trunk all the way to your Crown Chakra, moves through your body,
and all the way down to the Core Crystal filling the Core Crystal, mixing the Energies together as
we go a second round with these mixed Lights from Earth and from the heavens above, moving
up through the root system and the Hara Line to the bottoms of the feet, filling your body.
Moving all the way up once again to the Pool of Creation, filling the Pool of Creation. Then
being rejuvenated and regenerated by these great Beings and sent down again through the tree
trunk, Crown Chakra - all the way down to the Core Crystal. You can almost feel Mother Earth
sighing with great relief and being raised in her vibration from these Energies that you, as the
catalyst, bring to Mother Earth through this connection that you’re holding with the Higher
Realms.
Once again it moves up through the Hara Line, this mixture of all these Lights and Energies
through your body, and we move with the Energy now, our consciousness moves up into the Pool
of Creation, and once floating in the Pool of Creation, we see all these great Beings standing
along the edge, and we see our two personal Angels standing with their trays. We bring ourselves
out of the Pool of Creation to stand next to them. We take our ceremonial robes and put them on
and pick up our Scepter from the other tray. We turn and we face Divine Mother in the distance
sitting on her Throne. We move towards Divine Mother. She’s beaming her Golden Brown Light
which holds the Copper Gold Light within it towards us. As we get close, she wraps her arms
around us and we’re pulled into the bosom of Divine Mother. See the Golden Brown Light all
around you. Feel her nurturing presence and her love.
Take a moment, say your wishes to Divine Mother and express your gratitude and love.
Now we step out in front of Divine Mother. Great Silent Watcher is standing behind Divine
Mother and she raises her Scepter and pours over our heads the Turquoise Blue Light of Great
Silent Watcher. It illuminates the Chakra just above the crown of our head and just below the
bottoms of our feet where there is a Six Pointed Star that begins to spin. She pours the Turquoise
Blue Light through our body, through all the Chakras, putting a cocoon around our Physical
Body. And as it fills, it illuminates the next Body, our Etheric Body, which has its own sphere
above and below with the Six Pointed Star spinning. It fills our Etheric Body and extends to fill
the next of our 5 Body System which is our Emotional Body.
With each layer there’s a new sphere above and below spinning a Six Pointed Star. The
Emotional Body now is filled and the Turquoise Blue Light moves out to our Mental Body,
filling that sphere and that cocoon and moves out to the Spiritual Body. Now the Light Body
cocoon is illuminated with the Turquoise Blue Light of Great Silent Watcher, and one more layer
beyond the Light Body now gets filled.
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Now we see the great Being who’s in the same Lineage as Great Silent Watcher, that we met last
time, the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection and she stands over us. She pours her Sky
Blue colored Lights of Protection down upon us and they illuminate each one of the layers as
well. We see the Sphere of Light with the Six Pointed Star above our head and below our feet
illuminated with the Light of the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection, filling our Physical
Body and creating the cocoon around the Physical Body outside of the cocoon of Great Silent
Watcher. As this Light continues to pour down, it illuminates the spheres above and below for
the Etheric Body, and now the Emotional Body, the Mental Body, Spiritual Body, the Light Body
and the cocoon that surrounds the Light Body and all the 5 Body System within it. Around Great
Silent Watcher’s cocoons is the cocoon of the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection.
Now we see our Beloved Goddess Victory step forth and begin to pour a Platinum Light over all
of the cocoons and an eighth cocoon is formed by Great Silent Watcher, Topaz Blue Cosmic
Guardian of Protection filled with the Platinum Light of Victory.
Take a moment, feel these Energies, feel the effects of these Energies upon you. See each one of
the cocoons around your 5 Body System - Light Body, a cocoon around the Light Body and then
the final cocoon with Goddess Victory’s Lights. I’ll leave you here and the next voice you hear
will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. I thank you with all of my heart for your participation and all
that you do for Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine and for this Earth and humankind. So It
Is.
Nasrin: 14:42
Hello everyone and welcome to 6-6-2016. Divine Mother has another beautiful gift for us so let
us begin. Continue to place yourself before Divine Mother in the 8 layered grid. Invite your
loved ones and members of this group, everyone who attends these Gateway Portal ceremonies
from across the globe. I ask you to also invite Goddess Gaia, the Deity of Mother Earth.
We send our intentions and our invitation from our own hearts for Goddess Gaia to participate
and to bring her abundance to each of us individually, to the lives of our loved ones and to our
group entity so that we are a greater force for good together. We come together to be in service
to Mother Earth and Goddess Gaia who is the Deity representing Mother Earth.
Divine Mother: 16:28
My Beloved Children of Light I’m your very own Divine Mother.
The Flame of Goddess Gaia
Maintain your position and expand your Energy to encompass the beloved presence of Goddess
Gaia. Allow her to come forward and see that in her hands she holds a flame. This flame has an
Orangey Amber colored Light. It is carrying the Life Force Energy represented by Amber and
the Red Life Force Energy of Earth, and it becomes a Fiery Amber colored Light. Notice that she
takes this flame which is in the palm of her left hand and she holds it up to your chest and she
rubs it on your chest, and allow your chest to absorb it. As it is absorbed it enters into your
Personal Heart Chakra and it moves up to your Cosmic Heart Chakra, while it also moves down
to your Seat of the Soul Chakra.
The flame is absorbed into the three Chakras and creates a large sphere of influence that expands
in your chest, moving to your torso. It is moving from the core of your Being to the edge of your
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skin, and then expanding from your Physical Body into the five layers of your 5 Body System and
it is mixing with the Turquoise Blue of Great Silent Watcher and the Topaz Blue of the Topaz
Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection. It reaches to the edge of each layer of your 5 Body
System, filling that layer and expanding further out until it reaches to your Light Body which is
the sixth layer. It fills your Light Body, overlighting the Turquoise Blue and the Topaz Blue, and
then it further expands to the next layer which is the layer that the combined Energies of the
Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian and Great Silent Watcher placed for extra protection.
This Fiery Amber Light of Goddess Gaia moves into that seventh layer to fully embrace the
protection that is around you and work in communion with the Energies of the Topaz Blue and
the Turquoise Blue, then it expands to the final layer and the Energies of Goddess Victory. The
Platinum Light of Goddess Victory is now receiving the Fiery Amber Light. As it comes in to the
eighth layer the Platinum Shimmers of Goddess Victory’s Light begins to shine even brighter in
the presence of the Fiery Amber which is mixing with the Turquoise Blue.
Now from the mixing of the colors, you’re going to be able to see the Topaz Blue, the Turquoise
Blue and then the layer that comes from the mixing of those two which is a Citron Green colored
Light that is forming as the Fiery Amber begins to merge into the Topaz and Turquoise, and then
the Platinum Shimmers begin to shine inside, then you have the actual Fiery Amber. So as you
look into this eighth layer you’ll see that distinctly the Platinum Shimmers are present, the Topaz
Blue and the Turquoise Blue are present, and then like a halo or a layer in-between the Amber
and the Blues is the Citron Green. The Green that forms from the Blue and the Yellowy Amber,
the Fiery Amber merging, and then you see the layer which is the Fiery Amber.
So from outside in you see the Platinum Shimmers, the Turquoise and Topaz, the Citron and the
Amber, and see that the penetration of this multilayered Energy and the different Lights spreads
from the outermost layer, from the eighth layer and go deeper in. So the Platinum of Goddess
Victory moves inwards with the Amber and the two Blues into the seventh layer, the sixth layer,
the fifth layer, the fourth layer, the third layer, the second layer and reaches deep into the Physical
Body and the Chakras.
Right now all your Chakras are aligned together and you have the Fiery Amber Light shinning
through with streams of Citron Green, then Turquoise Green, then Topaz Blue, and in all of them
there is the Platinum Shimmers. The entire cocoon around your Physical Body, Etheric Body,
Emotional Body, Mental Body, Spiritual Body, Light Body, the seventh layer which is the
protection over all those six layers before, and the eighth layer which is Victory’s shield of
protection, all are emanating these multi streams of Light. The Fiery Amber of Goddess Gaia, the
Citron Green that comes from the mixing of the Turquoise Blue Green and Topaz Blue with the
Amber and the Platinum Shimmers. The Qualities of Victory, the protection of Topaz Blue and
Great Silent Watcher, the Life Force and the Abundance of Goddess Gaia are all present for you.
Goddess Gaia is wishing for you to invite her into your lives on a day to day basis. This is her
request.
The Divine Feminine is extremely active in the summer months
We are moving into the Energies of Summer. In a couple of weeks we will be fully into summer
months and the Energy of Summer Solstice. The Divine Feminine is extremely active in the
summer months. The Element of Fire is extremely active during the summer months. It gives of
its Life Force and services to the Divine Feminine - the Element of Fire comes fully in service to
the Divine Feminine. What does that mean to each of you? It means acceleration. It means
transmutation of dross. It means release of things that you have picked up in the past during the
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months of winter, of mental - emotional issues that are standing in your way of progressing.
They all come to the surface and they burn in the fire of the Fire Element being in service of the
Divine Feminine, and the Divine Feminine choosing to help you to release everything that is no
longer of service to you, everything that is standing in your way of succeeding, everything that
causes you pain and fears and makes you reluctant to step forward.
Goddess Gaia is giving you this Fiery Amber Light because she wishes to wash off the obstacles,
cleanse and clear your Energy Bodies from fear, pain, trauma, damage and struggles, and help
you to move into the Energy of manifesting your desired intentions and the highest outcome for
you in a speedy manner. Goddess Gaia wants to be involved in your day to day lives and in the
lives of your loved ones.
When you awaken in the morning and you say, Goddess Gaia:

I call upon you and your Fiery Amber Light of Abundance into my life.
I offer this day to you and to Divine Mother.
Do with this day as you wish.
Promote my health, my success, my joy and celebration with your Fiery Amber Light.
Help to protect me, give me a chance to serve you, be present in my decision making.
Take the rein and push for what is best for me.
Accelerate the Energies that will make me victorious, successful, healthy, whole, joyful,
and happy.
I want to experience these summer months from a different plateau of greatness,
happiness, celebration and I ask you to join me and to bring those Qualities, those
circumstance and situations that allow me to succeed in serving you, serving Divine
Mother, serving my Divine Mission with the greatest success.
I want to be happy with the outcome each day as that day unfolds and through the months
of summer.
I want to go through the end of summer and begin the Fall and Winter from a completely
new plateau of Light, celebration, joy, happiness, health, wholeness and all good things,
and to gain momentum for that to happen.
I ask you to be present in my life every day, and every moment of every day throughout
the months of summer.
From this day on help me accelerate to a plateau where I am no longer distracted,
delayed or disrupted by issues and circumstances that leave me feeling less then.
I want to always feel I have all the resources at my disposal.
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I want to feel your presence by my side and know that you are present in my life, in my
day to day decision making.
I want to know and feel that you are guiding and protecting me.
I want to feel your presence in all my decisions and actions.
I want to feel your presence in all my relationships.
I want to feel your healing Light move through my Physical Body, my organs, my skeletal
and muscular structure to the depth of my bones, my bone marrow, into the DNA/RNA
structure of my body.
I want to feel that I belong to Earth and that Earth belongs to me.
I want to know and trust that Earth will give me of her abundant and unlimited resources
so that I can be the element of good, the element of service, the element of positive
change and improvements for people, places and things, for Earth and all creation.
I will take all the gifts that you bestow upon me and I will return them back to you,
Goddess Gaia, with great gratitude in service to raising the vibration of Earth,
to healing the ails of Earth, to making this world a better world for the generations to
come, to serving life and enhancing the Life Force that moves through Earth and all
creatures.
I understand that you are Goddess Gaia, the Life Force, and the source of all life on
Earth, and I pray for your health, your wholeness, your happiness, your satisfaction, your
joy, and for all the positive changes that my prayers, my gratitude, my celebration of you
will bestow upon you.
I will do everything in my power to hold you in my love and in my prayers and to send
you loving, healing Lights, as I expect of you to send me your guidance and direction and
hold me in your bosom, guiding me to choose the highest and the best, removing the
obstacles from my path, preventing me from being disrupted or distracted.
I expect the highest from you and in return I give the highest at my disposal to you.
I ask your help and Divine Mother’s help to guide me in the direction where I am able to
give you my highest and my best and I celebrate your presence with me and my loved
ones, every moment of every day from this day on and,
I invite Divine Mother to participate and be witness in this celebration where we walk
together as a triangle; Divine Mother, Goddess Gaia and myself from this moment
onward in service to the Light,
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In service to the Divine Feminine,
In service to raising the consciousness of all creatures of Earth,
In service to healing the Earth and all 5 Elements,
In service to all the generations of souls who will call Earth their home,
In service to a better future for all.
Now stand before Goddess Gaia and allow her to rub that Fiery Amber Light all over your body
from the top of your head to the bottom of your feet and we will meditate together for a minute or
two in silence as she continues rubbing her Fiery Amber loving Light on your body. You may
pray, you may ask for things in your life, you may ask for things for your loved ones, you may
ask for peace on Earth or any other intentions that comes to your heart and your minds. As you
pray in silence, continue to be aware that Goddess Gaia is rubbing the Fiery Amber Light all over
your entire body. Breathe deeply and absorb the healing Light. (Silent meditation for several
minutes)
Now I ask you to lay down for the next 10 minutes and allow Goddess Gaia and myself, Goddess
Victory, Great Silent Watcher and the Topaz Blue Goddess of Protection to work on each of you
individually to raise your vibration, and to allow the flow of the Energies of Victory, Abundance,
Protection, Fearlessness, Love & Nurturance from each of us into your Physical Body, 5 Body
System/Light Body, and all the layers of this eight layer grid. Please perform this meditation for
a couple of minutes each day and remember to invite Goddess Gaia into your lives. Allow her to
serve you, as with her you serve the greater good.
I hold you in my own heart with great love; I’m your very own Divine Mother, So It Is.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother, thank you Goddess Gaia and I
thank all of you, until next month, So It Is.
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